Celebrity
News:
‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Speaks Out About Jed After
Finale

By Bonnie Griffin

In the latest celebrity news, Bachelorette Hannah Brown ended
her engagement to Jed Wyatt. Five weeks after their
engagement, Brown was heartbroken to find out that her
relationship with Wyatt began with lies when she discovered he
had a girlfriend when he first entered the show. According
to People.com, Brown said finding out Wyatt hadn’t been honest
was “heartbreaking” and that by being dishonest “he hurt [her]
worse than anybody else did.”

In celebrity news, Hannah wasn’t
willing to settle once she found
out Jed had been dishonest with
her. What are some ways to know
your partner is lying to you?
Cupid’s Advice:
For these reality tv stars, happy ever after is no longer in
their future. Wyatt’s dishonesty broke Brown’s heart and left
her unable to forgive him for the hurt he caused her. It is
never good when you find out that someone you love has lied to
you. Cupid has some advice to help you know when your partner
is lying to you:
1. They say they never lie: Anyone who tells you that they
never lie is lying to you. It is common for everyone to tell
little white lies from time to time. Sometimes these kind of
lies are okay because they are meant to protect someone’s
feelings or something of that nature. Getting caught in a
small lie like that wouldn’t have any real consequences. We
all tell these kinds of lies, so an honest partner would have
no reason to insist they never lie at all.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Hannah Brown
Releases Intimate Details in Front of Peter’s Mom!
2. Lack of eye contact: One of the tell-tale signs of lying
that is upheld as true by science is when someone refuses to
make eye contact. If your partner is normally someone who
makes eye contact with you when you’re talking, and now they
are avoiding that eye contact it is a good indicator they
aren’t being honest about something.
Related Link: Celebrity Wedding: ‘Vanderpump Rules’ Stars Tom
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Vegas 2 Years After Wedding
3. They accuse you of lying: One of the oldest tricks in the
books is to try to get the focus off them by pointing their
finger at you. Your partner might accuse you of lying or
cheating out of the blue. This blame game is often a way to
try to justify their own dishonest actions.
What are some things you look for if you think your partner is
being dishonest? Let us know your thoughts in the comments
below.

